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Developers gear up to finish Sebastopol Road subdivision,
but most granny units have been eliminated from plans

A ‘ghost town’
no more in SR

Zaur Dadaev is one of five
held in Boris Nemtsov’s killing.

Murder
charges in
Nemtsov
killing
Police officer, security guard
accused in shooting of
Kremlin critic; 3 others held
By NEIL MACFARQUHAR
NEW YO R K T I M ES
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While streets and utilities were installed years ago, the proposed Smith Village lots on Sebastopol Road have remained undeveloped.
LONG-DELAYED PROJECT
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half-finished subdivision whose abandoned
lots have haunted a southwest Santa Rosa
neighborhood for more than a decade will finally be built with new homes, just not with as many
affordable ones as were once planned.
The City Council recently signed off on a San
Diego developer’s plan to build 67 homes on a 9-acre
property on Sebastopol Road and eliminate most of
the granny units previously approved for the site.
The project was begun by developers Alan
Strachan and Mike Smith, who sold it in 2002, to
another developer who installed streets, sidewalks
and utilities. The lots, which are highly visible from
Highway 12 and the Joe Rodota Trail, have remained
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A San Diego developer plans
to build 67 homes on a 9-acre
property on Sebastopol Road.
Originally, 40 granny units were
planned. Now, six separate
400-square-foot units above
garages will be built, with the
option of building up to 24.
The company will pay $700,000
in fees to help affordable
housing be constructed
elsewhere in the city.
Also, mixed-use units will be
replaced by 16 townhomes that
will sell in the mid-$300,000s.

MOSCOW — Two Chechens,
one a police officer who fought
Islamic insurgents and the
second a security guard, were
charged in a Moscow court Sunday in connection with the killing of Boris Nemtsov, a leading
Kremlin critic, while three other suspects were jailed pending
further investigation.
Judge Nataliya Mushnikova
of Basmanny District Court said
that the officer, Zaur Dadayev,
had confessed to involvement
in the killing and that other
evidence confirmed his participation, Russian news agencies
reported, but no further details
were available. The second suspect charged, Anzor Gubashev,
pleaded not guilty.
Despite the court appearances, neither the court nor Russian law enforcement agencies
presented coherent pictures of
the case thus far, including the
roles played by the suspects or
any motive they might have had.
Dadayev
and
Gubashev,
whose arrests were announced
Saturday by Russia’s top law enforcement official, are believed
to be the two directly involved
in fatally shooting Nemtsov on
Feb. 27.
The three other suspects
who appeared in court Sunday,
accused of being accomplices, were Gubashev’s younger
brother, Shagid, a truck driver;
Khamzad Bakhaev; and Tamerlan Eskerkhanov, the official
Tass news agency reported. All
five were jailed for up to two
months.
The main question many Russians want answered is who ordered the brazen assassination
TURN TO NEMTSOV, PAGE A7

States fight to keep wood fires burning
Some ban enforcement of EPA’s
rules, citing hardship; others say
standards don’t go far enough
By DAVID A. LIEB
ASSOCIATED P RE S S

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.
moke wafting from wood fires
has long provided a familiar
winter smell in many parts of
the country — and, in some cases,
a foggy haze that has filled people’s
lungs with fine particles that can
cause coughing and wheezing.
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Citing health concerns, the Environmental Protection Agency now
is pressing ahead with regulations
to signifiINSIDE
cantly limit
A list of top states for
the pollution
residential wood burning from newly
by emissions / A7
manufactured
residential wood heaters. But some
of the states with the most wood
smoke are refusing to go along,
claiming that the EPA’s new rules
could leave low-income residents in
the cold.
Missouri and Michigan already
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have barred their environmental
agencies from enforcing the EPA
standards. Similar measures recently passed Virginia’s legislature
and are pending in at least three
other states, even though residents
in some places say the rules don’t
do enough to clear the air.
It’s been a harsh winter for
many people, particularly those
in regions repeatedly battered by
snow. And the EPA’s new rules are
stoking fears that some residents
won’t be able to afford new stoves
when their older models give out.
TURN TO WOOD, PAGE A7

VOTING RIGHTS STILL ‘UNDER SIEGE’:

Attorney general speaks at event marking
50th anniversary of Selma confrontation / A3

L.G. PATTERSON / Assoicated Press, 2014

Darwin Woods carries a chainsaw to cut wood for the
stove he uses to heat water and his home in Clark, Mo.
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